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Bargaining Update: NURSES won’t 
tolerate sexual harassment 

This week, our elected RN negotiations team bargained with the 
University over options to empower nurses to report concerns of 
sexual harassment without fear of retaliation. The parties spoke with 
representatives from the Office of Institutional Equity, the Employee 
Assistance Program, and Human Resources to review the current 
University procedures.

The UMPNC/MNA team is pushing for contractual guarantees that will 
give nurses a voice in the process, fostering institutional transparency 
and accountability while providing meaningful support for individual 
nurses. After lengthy discussion, UMPNC/MNA and the University were 
not able to reach a mutually agreeable resolution for this issue. 

While we await further information from the Office of Clinical Affairs, 
bargaining will move forward on other issues, including: framework 
behaviors, emergency closures, and how employees will dress at work. 
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I have a red coat, red pants, lots of red shirts, 
red light-up shoes, and a red car. Needless 
to say, I love red. “Wear Red for Worker 
Wednesdays” is easy for me, as I have so much 
red to choose from. But why do we do it?

Wearing red became a widespread union 
solidarity action in 1989 to honor union activist 
Gerry Horgan, chief steward for Communication 
Workers of America (CWA) Local 1103, who 
was killed on the picket line.

If you recall your UMPNC/MNA union history, we also spent some time on the picket line in 1989 
making great gains in wages and benefits for NURSES at U of M (and all nurses in Michigan, as our 
contract sets the standard for patient safety and RN wages in the state). 

Since 1989, NURSES and the University have participated in interest-based bargaining. Things had 
not gotten as heated during bargaining as they did in the 1980s until our last negotiations in 2011. 
UMPNC/MNA nurses started wearing red during those negotiations as a show of collective strength 
and unity.

An Ode to RED:
How NURSE unity leads to a strong contract

-Anne Jackson, RN
 Pediatric Specialty Clinic

Many of you remember our marches in red on the hospital hill, and RNs wearing red 
while working. Our solidarity led to a strong contract in 2011, and can again in 2018.

Wearing red is a visual statement of 
NURSES’ solidarity. We are almost 6,000 
strong – standing together, we can win the 
best contract for patients and our practice. 
It will ensure that we continue to set the 
standard for patient care and nurse benefits, 
retirement, and wages.

UMPNC/MNA sisters and brothers, wear red every Wednesday until we ratify a new contract. 
Encourage your fellow nurses to as well, because standing together is how RNs and patients win.

UMPNC/MNA members Anne Jackson, RN and Kate Wesley, RN
distributing bargaining updates to help keep nurses informed


